Response to SDEIS for Phase I and DEIS for Phase II
by Robert C. Strasburg II
Supplemental DEIS for Phase I - January 19, 2007
Environmental:
My response to the environmental impact relative to Phase I is one of utter protest.
Because we have tried to attain copies of the Bagdon Environmental Impact Report
done for the Town and have been illegally denied access to this report, I am left without
the data to make an accurate analysis of this projects environmental impact and you will
be held responsible for such illegal activity in the courts.
Economic:
My response to the SDEIS is again protest. The developer has not provided your
constituents with credible information relative to even a proposed estimate of income
potential from tax revenue in any fashion; therefore to comment with anything other
than protest would be ignorant on my part.
Property Value:
The developer has not provided any unbiased credible studies on this subject and the
only comment I have is again, protest due to lack of information.
Regulation:
In my opinion, the Town Board is currently demonstrating malfeasance for failing to
oversee the enforcement of our current zoning laws. Given that fines are long since due
from UPC for illegal activity relative to the installation of their test tower on Pine Hill,
and an obvious unwillingness on your [part to discipline the developer by pursuing
these fines for wrong behavior, you the Town Board are demonstrating that you are not
at a mature governmental level worthy to be entrusted with the responsibility of such a
project in our Town. If you are unwilling to enforce our current laws, what would make
us think you will have any interest in controlling this developer and deterring any other
illegal activity they intend?
You as a Town Board have lied to us from the start of this project. I have recorded on
DVD at various Town meetings where you repeatedly have promised answers to written
question and in fact stated that we would probably have them by December of 2006.
When do you think it would be appropriate to provide these answers? After these towers
are up? We should have had these answers before the last public hearing.
My commitment to each of you tonight is to do all I can to defeat your upcoming
election this November. Your government related behavior is not worthy of your office.

